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STEINER POLYNOMIALS, WULFF FLOWS, AND SOME NEW 
ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES FOR CONVEX PLANE CURVES* 

MARK GREENt AND STANLEY OSHER* 

0. Introduction. In this paper, we obtain some new inequalities for integrals of 
convex functions of the curvature (resp. Wulff curvature) of convex plane curves. We 
also show that the difference between the two sides of our inequalities are monotone 
decreasing as the region flows under the unit-speed outward normal (resp. Wulff) flow. 

Given a bounded plane region K, the unit-speed outward normal flow has 
been highly studied, and is of interest in many applied problems, e.g. combustion. If 
instead K grows by varying the outward normal speed to be a function 7(0) of the 
direction of the unit normal, one has the WulfF flow, which is also of considerable 
interest, e.g. in studying the growth of crystals [O-M]. When the region K is convex, 
there is a simple closed-form expression which describes these flows, and the region 
converges to a disk in the first case and a Wulff shape in the second. The area of the 
region when the initial region K is convex is a polynomial in t, known respectively as 
the Steiner polynomial or WulfF-Steiner polynomial. 

A novel feature of our approach is that we study the roots of the Steiner and Wulff- 
Steiner polynomials, which occur at negative values of t. The classical isoperimetric 
inequality in both cases states that these polynomials have (negative) real roots 
ti >t2, and that they are distinct if and only if K is not a disc (respectively not a 
Wulff shape). Bonnesen's inequality states that the inradius and outradius r^ and 
re lie in the interval [—£1, —£2], and in the open interval if K is not a disk (respectively 
not a Wulff shape). Our inequalities are most naturally stated and proved in terms 
of the roots ti and £2- We feel that this is a potentially quite fruitful approach to 
studying convex bodies in higher dimensions. 

In the context of this new approach, a very natural link between the outward 
normal and Wulff flows and the curvature integrals of the region appears. In important 
cases, the quantities that our inequalities state are positive are shown to be monotone 
decreasing as the region evolves under the flow. Particularly suggestive is the fact 
that the entropy of the curvature (respectively Wulff curvature) is bounded above 
in terms of the area and is monotone decreasing with time. 

The inequalities themselves are quite fascinating. It came as a surprise to us 
that there are interesting new things to be said about convex plane curves. We state 
our inequalities here for arbitrary smooth bounded convex plane regions K in the 
curvature case, and leave the Wulff case to the body of the paper. One of them is due 
to Gage [G], whose result was a source of inspiration to us. Gage's result is 

/. dK "A 

which he points out fails for non-convex curves. For higher powers of the curvature 
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m > 3, the inequalities are new. For example, 

k6ds >  
fdK " A2 

and 

Jdi 

Jdi 
k*ds>L3*-3AL«2 

I6K & 

The general result is: 

THEOREM 0.1. Let K be a bounded convex plane region with radius of curvature 
p(8) viewed as a function of the direction of the unit normal vector n(Q), and letti > £2 
be the roots of the Steiner polynomial of K. Let F(x) be a convex function on R+

; 

i.e. F"(x) > 0. Then 

±J  F{p)d6 > liFi-h) + F(-t2)), 
2'>T , 

where ti, h are the roots of the Steiner polynomial of K. 

Two other interesting cases of our inequalities, where F is a transcendental func- 
tion, the first of which can also be deduced from work of Hamilton (see [GL]) and the 
second of which is new, are: 

THEOREM 0.2.  (Entropy inequality for curvature). 

I     klog(k^/A/7r)ds > 0. 
JdK 

Equality holds if K is a disk. 

THEOREM 0.3. Let 
Air A 

e = dl-—. 

Then 

[   \og{kjA^)ds + ^log(i±£) < 0. 
JdK A        1 — e fdK 

Equality holds if K is a disk. 

We also obtain versions of these theorems for the Wulff case (see definition 1.13 
below). For example, we have: 

THEOREM 0.4. For K, W bounded convex sets, W symmetric, with support func- 
tions p, 7 respectively, and Wulff radius of curvature 

P + P" 
PW = —;—77, 

7 + 7// 

we have for any convex function F, 

' -i- /  *W)7(7 + l")de > hFi-h) + F(-t2)), 
*Aw Js1 * 

where ti, £2 are ^e roots of the Wulff-Steiner polynomial. 

We also show: 
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THEOREM 0.5. If in addition to the other hypotheses, F'^x) is concave, the differ- 
ence between the two sides of the inequality in Theorems 0.1 , 0.2, and 0.4 is monotone 
decreasing and for 0.3 is monotone increasing under the unit speed outward normal 
flow and Wulff flows respectively. 

We note in particular the following physically intriguing result, which parallels 
work of Hamilton (see [GL]) for the inward curvature flow: 

THEOREM 0.6.  The entropy 

- /    klog(ky/A/Tr)ds 
JdK 

is increasing under the unit-speed outward normal flow. 

An unusual feature of Theorem 0.1 is that its most natural statement involves the 
roots of the Steiner polynomial, which would appear to have no direct geometric sig- 
nificance, since they appear in the negative range of t—yet the roots can be eliminated 
from any given case and replaced by a function of L and A. The proof of Theorem 
0.1 involves three steps, each one a bit non-standard. The first step is an interesting 
"two-piece" version Jensen's inequality (Proposition 2.6). The second step is a bound 
for —£2, i.e. for one of the roots of the Steiner polynomial, in terms of the largest inte- 
gral fj p(0)d9 over a subset I of [0,27r] of measure TT (Proposition 2.7). This inequality 
can be obtained for symmetric K with some work from Bonnesen's inequality. The 
third step is a somewhat unusual symmetrization argument (Proposition 2.8). The 
end result of these new techniques is a new upper bound for the isoperimetric defect of 
a convex body in terms of the square of the L1 norm of the difference of the radius of 
curvature and the average radius of curvature. The standard bound [S] is in terms of 
the square of the sup norm of the maximum and minimum of the radius of curvature. 

Theorems 0.1-0.3 and 0.5-0.6 all generalize to the Wulff case. This is done in 
section 3. For example, one has: 

THEOREM 0.7. For W bounded convex symmetric with support function 7 and 
K bounded convex with Wulff curvature kw, 

I 
L 
I 

'2    J  ^ AwL^ kwjds > —-—- (Wulff Gage inequality); 
dK AK 

AWL2 - 2A2
WAK 

kwjds > -2 ; 
OK ^K 

kwlog(kw yAK/Aw)jds > 0 (Wulff entropy inequality). 
dK 

In all three cases, the difference between the two sides of the inequality is monotone 
decreasing under the outward Wulff flow. 

1. Convex plane curves, Steiner polynomials, and Wulff flows. In this 
section, we collect together some very classical facts about convex plane curves that 
exist in disparate sources (see [Sc] for an encylopaedic survey). We present them 
here from a novel perspective, in which the roots of the Steiner and Wulff-Steiner 
polynomials play a central role. 

DEFINITION 1.1. If K C Rn is a bounded convex region, then 

tK = {tp\pe K} 
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and if Ki,K2 C Rn are two bounded convex region, then 

K1+K2 = {p + q\pe Kuq € K2}. 

We have the following well-known fact: 

PROPOSITION 1.2. For a bounded convex region K, the region inside the image 
ofdK under the constant speed outward flow at time i>Q is K + tB, where B denotes 
the unit ball. 

DEFINITION 1.3. The support function p of a bounded convex region K is 
defined by 

p{v) = max{a? •£?[:?€ K}. 

It is elementary that: 

PROPOSITION 1.4. If Ki, K2 are bounded convex regions with support functions 
Pi,P2, then the support function oftiKi -\-t2K2 is t\pi -\-t2P2' 

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let W be a bounded convex region having support function 7. 
The image of a bounded convex region K at time t > 0 under the normal flow having 
speed j(n) (the Wulff flow associated to W) is K -h tW. 

We now restrict ourselves to the case of bounded convex regions in the plane. 

PROPOSITION 1.6.  Let K be a bounded convex region in the plane having area A 
and perimeter L, and where dK has element of arc-length ds and curvature k.   We 
have the following formulas: 
(l)ds = {p + p")dO; 
(2)k = l/(p + p"); 
(3)A=(l/2)fslp(P + P")d6; 
(4)L = fsl(p + p")de = fslpde; 
(5) If f(0) is the position vector of the point of dK whose normal vector is n(d) = 
(cosO,smO), then r(0) = p(e)n{6) +p'(e)n,{6). 

Proof. We start from the basic fact 

p(e) = r(9)'n(6). 

Differentiating, we get 

p'(0) = f>\6) • n(0) + f(0) • ft'(6) = f(0) • n'tf). 

It follows that 

proving (5). Differentiating, we get 

f(0) =p'(6)n(0) +p(0)n'(0) +p"{9)n'(6) +p,(0)ri"{6). 

Since 
n"(d) = -n(0), 

we have 
i*(e) = (P(6)+p"(e))n'(9). 

Taking lengths, we get 
ds „ 
-^=p+p, 
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proving (1) and (2).  The first part of (4) follows from (1), but then fslp"d6 = 0, 
giving the second formula. Now the element of area is given by 

dA = (l/2)f(6)Ar'{0)dd 

= (l/2)p(p + p")nAn'de 

= {ll2)p(p + p")dB, 

from which (3) follows. 

COROLLARY 1.7. Let K be a bounded plane region with area A and perimeter L. 
Let Ajcit) denote the area of K + tB. Then for all t > 0; 

AK(t) = A + Lt + irt2. 

Proof. By Proposition 1.4, the support function for K -f tB is p 4-1. It follows 
that 

AK(t) = (l/2) [ (p + t)(p + t+p")d0 

= (1/2) / p(p + p")d6 + (l/2)t [ (2p + p")d9 + (l/2)t2 f  dO 
Js1 Js1 Js1 

= A + Lt + irt2. 

REMARK. This polynomial is called the Steiner polynomial of K. 

A remarkable fact is that the behavior of the Steiner polynomial of K for negative 
values of t is quite interesting. For example, we have that 

whL(AK{t)) = A{-±) = A-£ 

The isoperimetric inequality is thus equivalent to saying that 

mm(AK(t)) < 0, 

with equality if and only if if is a disc. 

DEFINITION 1.8. Let ti > £2 be the roots of Aicit). Let r* and re be the radii 
of the largest inscribed and smallest circumscribed circles of K respectively (called the 
inradius and outradius,). Let k be the curvature of dK, p = ^ the radius of 
curvature, and pm[n and pmax the minimum and maximum values of p. These 
quantities are all equal if K is a disc. 

REMARK 1.9. For the constant speed outward flow, 

AK+tB(s) =AK{t + s) 

and thus 

ti(K + tB) = UiK) -t,    i = 1,2. 

If follows that 

±(U(K + tB)) = -l   1 = 1,2. 
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We have the formulae 

L      VL2 - 47r.A 

L      VL2- 4irA 

The fact that the roots s,re real is equivalent to the isoperimetric inequality. 

THEOREM 1.10. If K is strictly convex and is not a disc, then 

L 
-Anax < t2 < -re < -— < -Ti < ti < -pmm < 0. 

ZTT 

In particular, 
A(-pmin) > 0,    A(-pmax) > 0 

while if —re <t< —ri, 
A(-t) < 0. 

REMARK. The last inequality more explicitly states that when — re <t< — r*, 

A - Lt + Trt2 < 0. 

This is known as Bonnesen's inequality. 

Proof If we follow a given point inward under the constant speed normal flow, 
the time of first shock is -p. Thus up to t — —Pmin, the region remains convex and of 
positive area. Unless the region is a disk, the area remains positive even at t = —pmin. 
This proves 

tl < -Pmin- 

To prove Bonnesen's inequality, we first note the following lemma: 

LEMMA 1.11. Let C be either a maximal inscribed or minimal circumscribed 
circle for K. Then every closed semi-circle contains a point where C is tangent to 
dK. 

Proof of Lemma. We do the case of the inscribed circle, the other being similar. 
Let va, a G A be the unit vectors going from the center of C to the points of tangency. 
If the conclusion fails, then there exists a unit vector v such that v • Va < 0 for all 
a—take v pointing toward the midpoint of the semicircle that contains no va. Now if 
we move the center of C by ve for e > 0 small enough, then C continues to lie in the 
interior of K and has no points of tangency. So we may slightly increase the radius of 
C, contradicting maximality. This proves the lemma.. 

Returning to the proof of Bonnesen's theorem, choose points of tangency 0i,... , 
0JV on C so that every half-circle contains one. Now 

Ai-Ti)^] te-rdip + jf'-rddB. 
is1 

We now use the well-known: 

LEMMA 1.12.   (Poincare) Let f be a function on [0,a] whose first derivative is 
in L2 and such that 

m = /(«)=Q. 
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Then 

f     f'{x)2dx > (-)2 /     f{x)2dx, 
J[Q,a] a      ^[0,a] 

with equality ifff = A cos (irx/a) + B sin (TTX/O) . In particular, if a < TT, 

[     f'{x)2dx > f     f(x)2dx. 
J[0,a] J[0,a] 

Equality holds iff 
f(x) = c sm(7rx/a) 

for some constant c. 

Proof. By rescaling, we may take a = TT. Extend / to be an odd function on 
[—TT, TT] and then extend to be periodic with period 27r. Now / has first derivative in 
L2, and if we expand by Fourier series 

f(x) = Ytaneinx, 
nGZ 

then ao = 0 since / is odd. Now 

/     (fl(x)2 - f(x)2)dx = n 5>2 - l)|an|2. 

This gives the inequality since n2 > 1 for n ^ 0, and equality holds iff an = 0 for 
n 7^ ±1, and then from the boundary conditions f(x) = c sin(rr). 

Given this Lemma, by integration by parts we have 

A(-ri) = ±Jsi((p-ri)
2-(pr)d6. 

We can break up the right-hand side into integrals over the intervals [0i,6i+i], and 
then apply the Lemma to see that A(—ri) < 0. For equality to hold, we would need 
p = n + a cos 9 + bsm0, which gives a circle of radius r* with center (—a, —b). The 
same argument works for re, and thus 

t2 < —re < —ri < h. 

If we choose the origin to be the center of a maximal inscribed circle, then for all 9, 
ri < Pi®)-* integrating over the circle gives 

Inri <       pd9 = . 

and it is easy to see we have equality only for a circle. A similar argument (with a 
different origin) gives 

L<2irre. 

So 

It remains to see that — /0max < £2. If we look at the curve whose support function 
is p - t for t > Pmax, it is once again a convex curve (all points have gone past their 
shock, i.e. p — pmax < 0), and its area is A(-t), so we see that 

~~Pmax < ~"^2- 
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This completes the proof. 
All of this is equally valid in the Wulff case. 

DEFINITION 1.13. Let K, W be bounded convex regions in the plane having areas 
AK, AW and having support functions p,j respectively. The Wulff length of dK 
with respect to W is 

Lry    =       / jdS. 
JdK 

The Wulff curvature is given by 

kw = 
7 + 7' // 

p + p" 

and its inverse the Wulff radius of curvature is given by 

P + p" 

Let AK,w(t) denote the area of K 4- tW. 

PROPOSITION 1.14. 

AKM*) = AK + L-r* + Awi?. 

Proof. By Proposition 1.4, the support function of K + tW is p + fry. It follows 
that 

AKM*) = (1/2) / (p + tTJCP + P^+^ + VO)^ 

and the proposition follows from expanding this in t. 

DEFINITION 1.15. Let ti > fe be the roots of AK,w(t). Let 

ri = max{t | some translate of tW is contained in K} 

and 
re = mm{t \ some translate of tW contains K} 

(called the W-inradius and W-outradius,). Let kw be the Wulff curvature of dK, 
pw = -^- the Wulff radius of curvature, and pmin and pmax the minimum and 
maximum values of pw • These quantities are all equal if K = tW + 5 for some 
tand a. 

THEOREM 1.16. For K, W strictly convex, if K ^ tW + a for any t and a, then 

-Pmax < t2 < -re < —^J- < -U < ti < -pmin < 0. 

In particular, 
AK,w(-Pmm) > 0,      AK,w{-Pmax) > 0 

while if —re <t< —ri, 
AK,w(-t) < 0. 

The proof is essentially the same as the previous theorem. 
There are a large number of classical results which are all consequences of this 

theorem, e.g. see pp. 119-121 of [S]. We note in particular: 
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COROLLARY 1.17.  (Wulff-Bonnesen inequality) If K ^ sW + a for any s 
and a and ri < t < re, then 

AK - L7t + Awt2 < 0. 

PROPOSITION 1.18. For a convex bounded plane region K, the isoperimetric de- 
fect 

L2 - in A 

is an invariant of the outward unit-speed flow. ForK, W bounded convex plane regions, 
the Wulff isoperimetric defect 

L2 - 4AwA 

is an invariant of the outward Wulff flow. 

Proof. This is an easy direct computation. However, the elegant way is to notice 
that these quantities can be computed from the minima of AK(t) and AK,w(t), and 
therefore are invariants of the flow. 

Under the outward normal and Wulff flows, a region converges to a ball or Wulff 
shape. We will make crucial use of this fact in the second part of the paper. 

PROPOSITION 1.19. Let K,W be bounded convex regions in the plane. Then as 
t —> oo; the region (l/t)(K-\-tW) converges to W in the strong sense that their support 
functions converge. 

Proof The support function of (l/t)(K + tW) is (p/t) + 7, and this converges to 
7 as t -» 00. 

PROPOSITION 1.20. Under the unit-speed outward normal flow, the curvature k 
satisfies 

-£ = 1-        — = -k2 

dt        ' dt 

Under the Wulff flow for the region W with support function 7, the Wulff curvature 
kw satisfies 

dpw _ ..m dkw _    ,2 
dt   ~   ' dt   ~ w- 

Proof. The support function for K + tW is p + tj. Since pw = (P + P")/(7 + 7")> 

we have that 
dpw _ (7 + 7") 
dt   ~   7 + 7" 

= 1. 

Now 

= —kijr. 
dkw _ dp^ 
dt dt 

Taking 7=1 gives the result for the constant speed outward flow. 

2. Some new inequalities of isoperimetric type for convex plane curves. 
Throughout this section, let K be a bounded convex plane region whose boundary 

has curvature k and radius of curvature p. Let ti, £2 denote the roots of the Steiner 
polynomial of K. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let F(x) be a convex function on R+, i.e. F"{x) > 0. Then 

~ [  F(p)de>l(F(-t1)+F(-t2)). 
ZTT JSI I 

REMARK. We may rewrite this in the more geometrically appealing form 

For F{x) = l/x, this is the Gage inequality [G] 

/   k2ds>^, 
JdK '   A 

which he points out fails for non-convex curves. For most other .F's, the inequalities 
appear to be new. For example, 

/    ksds>L2*-2
2
A^ 

JdK ' A2 

and 

f   A;4ds> 
JdK 

L37r - SALTT
2 

IOK A* 

Before coming to the proof, we state two further special cases: 

THEOREM 2.2.  (Entropy inequality for curvature) 

/     Jblog(Jfc)ds + 7rlog(—) > 0. 
JdK * IdK 

Equality holds if K is a disk. 

REMARK. Note that either term in the inequality can be negative. An alternate 
formulation is 

/    klog{ky/A/Tr)ds > 0. 
JdK IdK 

THEOREM 2.3. Let ^___ 

Then 

f   \og(k^/Aj^)ds + ^log(l±£) < 0. 
JdK 2 1 -e 

Equality holds if K is a disk. 

REMARK. This may be stated more compactly as 

/   log((^£)e/2A:v^47^)^<0. 
JdK 1 - e 

We also have the following result: 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let F(x) be a C3 convex function on R+ such that F'(x) is 
concave, then the difference 

± I F(p(9))M - Im-tJ +F(-t2)) 
/51 

is monotone decreasing under the unit-speed outward normal flow. 

Proof. Under the unit-speed outward normal flow, 

fy - i      ** _ _i 
dt ~   '     dt ~ 

for i = 1,2. The derivative of the difference in the theorem is 

1 jf i F'(p(0))de - \(n-ti) + ^(-*2)). 
27r 

Since —F'(x) satisfies the hypotheses of the Theorem 2.1, this quantity is < 0. 
As a preliminary to proving the main theorem, we make the following definition 

and notation: 

DEFINITION 2.5.  Consider 

sup{ /p(ff)dB \IcS\ f d6 = ir}. 

Let Ii  denote a subset of S1 of measure TT realizing this bound',  and let I2  be its 
complement.  There exists a real number a such that 

hC{9\ p{e) > a} 

and 

We set 

and 

We note that 

l2C{6\ p(0) < a}. 

pi = - / p(O)d0 

P2 = - [ p(0)dO. 

L 
Pl+P2 = -' 

TT 

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let F(x) be a convex function onR+. Then 

± I  F(p(9))d9 > ^(Fipi) + F(p2)). 

Proof. By Jensen's theorem, applied to If, 

I [ F(p(9))d0 > F(l [ p{B)dB) = F(Pi). 
n Jii n Jii 

Taking the average of these two inequalities for i = 1,2 gives the desired result. 
Recall that a convex region is called symmetric if p(#) = p(9 + TT) for all 6. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. For K a symmetric bounded convex region. 

Pi > -fe. 

Proof. We first note that for a symmetric region K, if an inscribed circle of radius 
ri has center C, then a circle of radius u and center — C is also inscribed. By convexity, 
the circle with radius ri and centered at the origin is also inside K, and therefore 

p(0) > n 

for all 0. By a similar argument, 
p(9) < re 

for all 8. By the results of section 1, 

-h < p(0) < -t2 

for all 0. 
We recall that 

where 

-h = ^-u,   -h-~ + u, 

y/L2 - An A 
u = 

Thus 

27r 

-u<p{9)-^<u 

for all 8. Since p\ + P2 = L/n, we may write 

L     i. L     i. Pl = - + b,      P2 = ^-b 

for some b > 0. The inequality we are trying to prove, 

Pi > -h, 

is equivalent to proving 
b>u. 

OnJi, 
p(0) - a > 0, 

so we have 

~(P(e)-^)(p(e)-a)<u(p(e)-a). 

Integrating, we have 

"^ / ^^ " ^)(p(^)"a)^:-uiPl -a)- 

On72, 
p(0) - a < 0, 

so we have 

-(p(»)-^)(pW-o)<-«(pW-a). 
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Integrating, we have 

-^li{P(e)-^)(p(9)-a)de<-u(p2-a). 

Adding these two inequalities gives 

~ [ W) - £:)(p(e) - a)M < «(PI " P2)- TT JSi zir 

The left-hand side simplifies to 

JL{Li-4.A) = 2u\ 

The right-hand side is 2ub. The inequality is thus 

2u2 < 2ub 

and thus 
u<b 

as desired. 

PROPOSITION 2.8. For K a bounded convex region (not necessarily symmetric), 

Pi > -h- 

Proof. We proceed by a symmetrization argument. Given K, for any 0 we divide 
K into two regions by joining the points on dK corresponding to 6, 9 4- TT by a straight 
line. Let Li, L2 be the lengths of the two pieces of dK and Ai, A2 the areas of the 
two halves; thus 

L = L1+L2,    A = A1+A2. 

Choose 6 so that 
(2L1)

2 - STTAI = (2L2)
2 - STTAS; 

this is possible because these quantities vary continuously with 6 and are interchanged 
as 6 runs from 0 to TT, SO by the intermediate value theorem their difference must go 
through 0. Let Ki be the symmetric convex body obtained by joining the first half 
of K to a copy of itself rotated by 180 degrees, and K2 a symmetric convex body 
obtained by doing the same thing to the second half. Thus Ki has perimeter 2Li and 
area 2Ai for i = 1,2. 

Now for symmetric convex regions, we may take the subset ii of the circle to be 
symmetric. Since Jj p(8)d0 is maximized by Ii among all subsets of measure TT, it 
follows that 

Pi(K) >hf        p(e)d6+ [        p{0)dB) = hp1(K1)+p1(K2)). 
1  JliiKx) Jli(K2) * 

Now by Proposition 2.7 applied to the symmetric regions Ki, K2, 

pi{Kin2L1+V(2W^A1 
2'jr 27r 

and 
,^.      2L2      V(2L2)2-87rA2 

27r 2TT 
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Taking the average, 

Pl {K) * -^r + 2( 2^ + 2^ >• 

We now use the way the decomposition was chosen to recall that 

(2Li)2 - STTAI = (2L2)2 - 87^2. 

Call this quantity ft, so 

The inequality we want is 

,„, .   L      ^(L1+L2)i-MA1+A2) 
Pl(A)-2^ + 2^ • 

We will be done if we can show that 

/3>(Li+L2)
2-47r(Ai+A2). 

Now 
(3 = 211- 47rAi 4- 2L^ - 4>KA2 

= (Li + L2)
2 + (Li - L2)

2 - 4ar{A1 + A2) 

>(Li+L2)
2-47r(Ai+^2). 

This proves the proposition. 
We have the elementary lemma: 

LEMMA 2.9. If F(x) is convex, then ifb>a>0 and c arbitrary, then 

F(c - a) + F(c + a) < F(c - b) + F(c + 6). 

Proo/. By the mean value theorem, 

F(c -a)- F(c -b) = (b- o)F,{e1) 

for some c — b < ei <c — a and 

F(c + 6) - F(c + o) = (6 - aJF^ca) 

for some c + a < e2 < c H- &. Thus e2 > ei, and since F'fa) is increasing, 

F(c - a) - F(c - 6) < F(c + 6) - F(c + a), 

and the Lemma follows. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We already have that 

1- [ F(p(d))de>hF(p1) + F(p2)). Z'K Jsi Z 

Now 

and 
L L 
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By Proposition 2.8, b>u, and so by Lemma 2.9, 

F(pi) + F(p2) > F(-ti) + F(-t2). 

The Theorem follows by combining these two inequalities. 

3. Isoperimetric inequalities in the Wulff case. Here the main result is: 

THEOREM 3.1. For K, W bounded convex sets, W symmetric, with support func- 
tions p, 7 respectively,and Wulff radius of curvature pw, we have for any convex F(x), 

-j-l FipwMj + ^M^hFi-tJ + Fi-h)), 
ZAw Js1 * 

where ti, £2 are the roots of the Wulff-Steiner polynomial. 

REMARK. One may re-write this as 

1     f  kwF{J-hds > Ipi-h) + F(-t2)) 
ZAw JS1 KW * 

where kw is the Wulff curvature. 

We also have: 

THEOREM 3.2. Let F(x) be a C3 convex function on R+ such that F'(x) is 
concave. For K convex and W convex and symmetric, the difference 

■±- J  Fipwhfr + i')dB - i(F(-ti) + F{-h)) 

is monotone decreasing under the outward Wulff flow. 

Proof. The argument is the same as for Theorem 2.4, once we note that 

dpw 
dt 

and 

= 1 

— = -1 
dt ~ 

for i = 1,2. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The argument proceeds along very similar lines to that of 
section 2, but with some modifications. 

DEFINITION 3.3.  Consider 

sup{ j pwyfr + 7")d0 I / C S\ f 7(7 + l")d6 = Aw}. 

Let Ji denote a subset of S1 realizing this bound, and let I2 be its complement. There 
exists a real number a such that 

IiC{e\pw(e)>a} 

and 
hQ{0\ pw(0) < a}. 

We set 

p1 = — I  pwld + 7")d0 
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and 

p1 = — I   pW7(7 + j")de. 

We note that 

Pl+P2 = ^JL. 
Aw 

By Jensen's Theorem, we obtain by the same argument as in section 2 that: 

PROPOSITION 3.4. For F(x) a convex function on R+, i.e. F"(x) > 0, 

We can write 
7 L 7 r 

2Aw 2Aw 

and 
*"Y       ,   „. J.    _      ^7 

2Aw 2Aw 
where 

JL* - 4:AKAW 

2AW 

PROPOSITION 3.5. If K, W are symmetric, then 

Pi > -h, 

i.e. 
b>u. 

Proof.   By the argument of section 2, we may assume that the inscribed and 
circumscribed Wulff shapes are centered at the origin, and thus 

ra(6)<p{9)<rej(d) 

for all 0, from which it follows that 

-u1(8)<p(6)--^-'y<u1(6) 

for all 6. On h, 
Pw(0)-a>Q, 

and thus 

-(p-7rr-l)(Pw-a)<uj(pw-a) 
LA.y/ 

which integrates to 

"^ / (P " 2^7)(m " a)(7 + ^^ - Upl " 2a- 

On 72, we obtain similarly 

""T" / (P " ol^-^tPw - a)(7 + l")dO < -up2 + 2a. 
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Adding these, we get 

1     f L 

A-W Js1 ^W 

The right-hand side is 2w6, and the left-hand side simplifies to 

L* - 4,AKAW _     2 

z/±w 

Thus 
2u2 < 2ub, 

and hence u < b as desired. This proves the proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.6. For convex K (symmetric or not) and W symmetric, then 

Pi > -h, 

i.e. 
b>u. 

Proof. We symmetrize as in section 2, choosing points of dK corresponding to 
9, 9 + TT with J(p + pn)jd9 equal to L7i, I/72 respectively and with each half having 
areas Ai, A2 respectively. We choose 9 so that Ki, K2 with 

(2L7i)2 - SA^w = (2L72)2 - SJMwr. 

We get two symmetric convex regions Ki, ^2 with 

Lj(Ki) = 2iy7i 

and for z = 1,2, 
^ = 2^^ 

and 
L^yK) = L7i + L72 

and 

As in section 2, it is easy to see that 

Pi(K)>^(p1(K1) + p2{K2)). 

It follows from the symmetric case that 

where 

/? = 
(2L7l)

2 - 8AiAw _ (2L72)2 - 8A2A w 
4^ 4^ 

We are thus reduced to showing that 

R.   (L7i + L72)2 - 4Aw(Ai + A2) 
P - 4A2 
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This in turn is equivalent to showing that 

21^ + 21^2 - 4AwA1 - 4AwA2 > (L7l + Z^)2 - ^AwAx - 4AWA2, 

which is equivalent to 
(L7i - L72)2 > 0. 

This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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